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Abstract—Network-on-chip (NoC) communication fabrics will
be increasingly used in many large multicore system-on-chip de-
signs in the near future. A relevant challenge that arises from
this trend is that the test costs associated with NoC infrastruc-
tures may account for a significant part of the total test budget.
In this paper, we present a novel methodology for testing such
NoC architectures. The proposed methodology offers a tradeoff
between test time and on-chip self-test resources. The fault models
used are specific to deep submicrometer technologies and account
for crosstalk effects due to interwire coupling. The novelty of our
approach lies in the progressive reuse of the NoC infrastructure
to transport test data to the components under test in a recursive
manner. It exploits the inherent parallelism of the data transport
mechanism to reduce the test time and, implicitly, the test cost. We
also describe a suitable test-scheduling approach. In this manner,
the test methodology developed in this paper is able to reduce
the test time significantly as compared to previously proposed
solutions, offering speedup factors ranging from 2! to 34! for
the NoCs considered for experimental evaluation.

Index Terms—Interconnect infrastructure, multicast test,
network-on-chip (NoC), test optimization, unicast test.

I. INTRODUCTION

SYSTEM-ON-CHIP (SoC) design methodologies are cur-
rently undergoing revolutionary changes, driven by the

emergence of SoC platforms supporting large sets of embed-
ded processing cores. These platforms may contain a set of
heterogeneous components with irregular block sizes and/or
homogeneous components with regular block sizes. The re-
sulting platforms are collectively referred to as multiprocessor
SoC (MP-SoC) designs [1]. Such MP-SoCs implies the seam-
less integration of numerous intellectual-property (IP) blocks
performing different functions and exchanging data through
a dedicated on-chip communication infrastructure. A key re-
quirement of these platforms, whether irregular or regular,
is a structured interconnect architecture. The network-on-chip
(NoC) architecture is a leading candidate for this purpose [2].

NoC architectures were proposed as a holistic solution for a
set of challenges faced by designers of large multicore SoCs. In
general, two types of NoC architectures have been identified, as
shown in Fig. 1: (a) regular interconnection structures derived
from parallel computing and (b) irregular custom-built NoC
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Fig. 1. (a) Regular NoC. (b) Irregular NoC.

fabrics. The infrastructure for NoC includes switches, inter-
switch wires, interface blocks to connect to the cores, and a pro-
tocol for data transmission [3]. There is a significant number of
active research efforts to bring NoCs into mainstream use [36].

Any new design methodology will only be widely adopted if
it is complemented by efficient test mechanisms. In the case of
NoC-based chips, two main aspects have to be addressed with
respect to their test procedures: how to test the NoC communi-
cation fabric and how to test the functional cores (processing,
memory, and other modules). Since the inception of SoC de-
signs, the research community has targeted principally the test-
ing of the IP cores, giving little emphasis to the testing of their
communication infrastructures. The main concern for SoC test
was the design of efficient test access mechanisms (TAMs) for
delivering the test data to the individual cores under constraints
such as test time, test power, and temperature. Among the
different TAMs, TestRail [4] was one of the first to address core-
based tests of SoCs. Recently, a number of different research
groups suggested the reuse of the communication infrastructure
as a TAM [5], [6], [35]. Vermeulen et al. [7] assumed the NoC
fabric as fault-free and subsequently used it to transport test
data to the functional blocks; however, for large systems, this
assumption can be unrealistic, considering the complexity of
the design and communication protocols. Nahvi and Ivanov [8]
proposed a dedicated TAM based on an on-chip network, where
network-oriented mechanisms were used to deliver test data to
the functional cores of the SoC.

This paper complements previous approaches by developing
the test strategy for the interconnect infrastructure itself. The
test strategies of NoC-based interconnect infrastructures must
address two problems [3]: 1) testing of the switch blocks and
2) testing of the interswitch wire segments. We test both
switches and interswitch links and integrate the tests in a
streamlined fashion. Two novel techniques characterize our
solution. First, we reuse the already tested NoC components
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Q2

Q1 Q1_in = Q2_in
Q1_out = Q2_out
ΔQ1 = Q1_in - Q1_out
ΔQ2 = Q2_in - Q2_out

ΔQ1 = ΔQ2 so
#Q1 = #Q2

Satrajit Chatterjee, Michael Kishinevsky, Automatic Generation of 
Inductive Invariants from High-Level Microarchitectural Models of 
Communication Fabrics, CAV'10, LNCS vol 6174
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in1 + in2 = out
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• Find (all?) linear equalities
• Verifying “Q1_in = Q2_in” is equivalent to UNSAT
• (co)NP-hard in theory

in1

in2
out

in1 = in2 = out

AND

???
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Observation
• The set of conjunctions of independent wires is a

linearly independent set (Interpret High as 1, Low as 0)

A B AB

1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0
1 1 0 0
1 1 1 1
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Observation
• The set of conjunctions of independent wires is a

linearly independent set (Interpret High as 1, Low as 0)

A B AB A+B A | B

1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 1 1
1 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 2 1
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Translating RTL to a Linear System

• A & B → AB

• A | B → A + B – AB

• A XOR B → A + B – 2∙AB

• ¬ A → T – A                           T for True

• A & (B | ¬ A) → A & (B | (T – A))
                → A(B + (T – A) – B(T – A))
                = AB + AT – AA – ABT + ABA
                = AB + A – A – AB + AB
                = AB
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Obtaining invariants from the linear system

• One such equation per buffer
• Extra equations for data dependencies
• Equations over linearly independent variables
→  all linear dependencies of buffers are found

not_empty

not_full

data_out

FIFO

enqueue

dequeue

data_in
rst
clk

enter = (enqueue & not_full) 
exit = (dequeue & not_empty)
Δ FIFO = enter - exit
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Experimental results

B1 B2
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Experimental results

Buffer

B1 B2

B3

B5 B6

B4

A1

A2

sink1

sink2
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Experimental results

Buffer

B1 B2

B3

B5 B6

B4

A1

A2

sink1

sink2

B5 + B1 + Buffer + B3 + B4 - B2 - B6 = 0
B1 + Buffer + B3 - B2 - Buffer_[3] = 0
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Experimental results
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fabrics. The infrastructure for NoC includes switches, inter-
switch wires, interface blocks to connect to the cores, and a pro-
tocol for data transmission [3]. There is a significant number of
active research efforts to bring NoCs into mainstream use [36].

Any new design methodology will only be widely adopted if
it is complemented by efficient test mechanisms. In the case of
NoC-based chips, two main aspects have to be addressed with
respect to their test procedures: how to test the NoC communi-
cation fabric and how to test the functional cores (processing,
memory, and other modules). Since the inception of SoC de-
signs, the research community has targeted principally the test-
ing of the IP cores, giving little emphasis to the testing of their
communication infrastructures. The main concern for SoC test
was the design of efficient test access mechanisms (TAMs) for
delivering the test data to the individual cores under constraints
such as test time, test power, and temperature. Among the
different TAMs, TestRail [4] was one of the first to address core-
based tests of SoCs. Recently, a number of different research
groups suggested the reuse of the communication infrastructure
as a TAM [5], [6], [35]. Vermeulen et al. [7] assumed the NoC
fabric as fault-free and subsequently used it to transport test
data to the functional blocks; however, for large systems, this
assumption can be unrealistic, considering the complexity of
the design and communication protocols. Nahvi and Ivanov [8]
proposed a dedicated TAM based on an on-chip network, where
network-oriented mechanisms were used to deliver test data to
the functional cores of the SoC.
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the test strategy for the interconnect infrastructure itself. The
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switches and interswitch links and integrate the tests in a
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